Abstract-The emerging multi-core processor architecture has greatly escalated scientific computing, but, at the same time, made parallel programming increasingly complex and challenging. In this paper, the use of the Auto Parallel Classification (APC) model in an Object-Oriented Parallel Model (OOPModel) environment is demonstrated. A designed module provides a traversal and a reduction of the DAG task graph. The parallel characteristics vectors, which are analyzed according to Naive Bayesian classification theory, are critical parameters for matching and generating parallel design patterns and various skeletal frameworks. Through extensive experimentation, it is demonstrated, that by using the Map-Reduce pattern to develop a minimumsort algorithm, in conjunction with the APC model, we can achieve a reduction in the complexity of parallel programming and the minimization of errors. Most importantly, through scientific experimentation, this document will further demonstrate that correct computational results and movements toward linear speedup can be accomplished.
INTRODUCTION
As the multi-core processor architecture becomes more wide-spread, the use of design patterns to improve efficiency of parallel application execution is becoming a major research focus. In fields such as data mining, biology computation and computer graphics processing, parallel programming provides the potential parallelism solution for substantial performance improvements for computationally intensive problems [2] . In addition to achieving improved performance, parallel programming helps solve the challenge of performance tuning. In the development of parallel applications, programmers must have a clear foundation in parallel structure theory, a thorough understanding of synchronization, and communication, as well as a high degree of concern relevant to error-prone high concurrent detail. The development of sequential programs is much less demanding, and is therefore a major part of this paper.
Parallel design patterns, mainly are divided into two categories: algorithmic skeletons and architectural skeletons. Algorithmic skeletons, like Berkeley's dwarfs, Cole's skeletons [1] , and Galois classification system, rely on abstract mathematical models exclusively based on various functional and logic programming languages. Architectural skeletons are collections of attributes, which encapsulate the structure and the behavior of a parallel design pattern in an application independent manner, such as divide-conquer, farm, pipeline, or mapreduce.
By supporting a set of rules to determine the code class styles based on formula-like template properties, including new programming frameworks, language extensions, supported libraries, optimizing and autotuning compilers, parallel code will be generated automatically. Some of earlier systems include parallel code and skeleton frameworks based on a similar idea are eSkel [1] , CO2P3S [3] , P3L [7, 8] , SkeTo [9] , DPnDP [11] , and ASSIST [14] [15] .
Traditional design patterns and skeleton templates for parallel programming are periodically maintained in a standard middle format such as XML, java or plain C, some of which are provided by the official department or organization. Design patterns for parallel programming is based on the realization that a large number of parallel applications are built using common parallel techniques [6] . Skeleton templates make many parallel algorithms characterized and classified by their adherence to one or more of a number of generic patterns of computation and interaction [1] . Thus, parallel design pattern and skeleton model is a methodology, that only experts with rich experience in parallel computing, parallel programming tools and environments, having in-depth understanding and knowledge of its methods. For a very knowledgeable programmer with extensive experience can use these methods conveniently and efficiently [4] .
Most of the pattern-based systems support a limited and fixed set of hard-code patterns. There are two critical disadvantages of pattern-based systems for parallel programming: there is (1) high complexity in pattern structures and (2) a lack of flexibility in programming. High complexity refers to the complex structures of templates, resulting in difficult-to-grasp pattern features and usage, coupled with a potentially high degree of errors. With the lack of flexibility in programming, programmers need to have a comprehensive picture on all patterns, otherwise when using the parallel programming models, programmers will have difficulty in selecting appropriate design patterns according to the business logic. What programmers are facing is not only the need to grasp the knowledge of multithreaded programming, but also the need to be well-versed in a variety of design patterns and skeleton templates. This will increase the complexity of parallel programming, and slow down its development.
Auto Parallel Classification (APC) model, which we introduce in this paper, aims at simplifying the process of design models and generate parallel code without the need for in-depth experience in using parallel design patterns and skeleton templates. APC model provides traversal and reduction of DAG task graph from bottom leaf to top roof and part sub-node to whole graph to explore parallelism in both fine grain-size and coarse grain-size granularity including loop-level, function-level, and section-level parallelisms. In the reduction process, AKTask module establishes parallel characteristics vectors for each node, which supports nested patterns. Based on Bayesian Classification theory and techniques, the APC model analyzes potential parallel possibilities according to parallel characteristic vectors, and makes selections of suitable design patterns or skeleton templates for each task node, automatically, then builds a parallel code framework. Finally, APC model implements the combination of parallel patterns and Thread Building Blocks (TBB) to generate parallel multi-threaded source code.
The innovation of this paper is as follows: a. It involves Bayesian Model to realize the pattern matching other than select parallel pattern by programmers. b. Introduces a systematic parallelism analysis of parallel applications. c. Provides common parallel design patterns and skeleton templates support d. Supports the underlying cross-platform ability and application scalability e. Reduces the complexity of parallel programming II. OOPMODEL PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE OOPModel (Object-oriented Parallel Model), is a source to source parallel application development platform. Figure 1 shows its architecture.
OOPModel supports graphical programming, provides parallel task design models, archives a number of parallel design patterns and skeleton templates, and when integrated with TBB threading library, can provide visualization of parallel tasks in the program development process. In addition, it also helps to automatically match the design patterns and skeleton templates prior to generating parallelized C++ source code. OOPModel allows programmers to focus more on application logic development without the restriction of pattern structures. In this development mode, programming is able to focus on problem positioning and task allocation without the concern for complexity and error potential.
A. APC Model
The APC Model includes the UI module, the AKTask module and the pattern Classifier module. The UI module provides programmers with graphical interactive developing interfaces. Construction elements, rules, and views are the main graphical components to describe and build applications in the UI module. Construction elements such as tasks, variables, functions, computations, design patterns and skeleton templates are the smallest base units in this module. Construction rules describe the dependency relationship between construction elements and variables that can be included in the methods. Parallel design patterns and skeleton templates that are described in this way, are referred to as advanced building blocks, which support nested function calls. Construction views demonstrate the AKTask with a visual task graph relationship which is similar to View component in MVC architecture. In the development process of parallel application, initially, programmers design task flow in DAG according to the business logic in the UI module. The AKTask module is responsible for analyzing application task flow in DAG, and computing parallel characteristics vectors for potential parallel nodes; this is accomplished through traversal reduction of DAG. The pattern classification module is based on Naive Bayes theory, by matching appropriate design patterns or skeleton templates to corresponding nodes. Finally, DAG is then converted to parallel code frame work. The work process of the APC model is shown in Figure 2 .
B.Design Patterns & Skeleton Templates Repository
The approach that Kurt Keutzer and Tim Mattson presented in their research is a pattern language that is issued to encompass the complete architecture of an application. Their research included the structural patterns that define the overall organization of an application, to the basic computational patterns for each stage of the problem, and ultimately to the low level details of the parallel algorithm [12] .
Refering to Kertzer and Mattson's proposal, a layered hierarchy of pattern repository is established and then divide the design patterns into five categories: structural, computational, algorithmic strategy, implementation strategy and parallel execution. All are shown in Table I . 
C. TBB Implementation Module
The Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) is designed for writing software programs that take advantage of the positive features of the multi-core processors. TBB is based on the GPLv2 open source certificate, designed specifically to utilize multi-core processors to develop a library with a set of open source C++ templates that support scalable parallel programming. OOPModel uses TBB as a solution of multi-thread implementation due to its cross-platform advantages, TBB which supports Intel C++, VC7/8, and GCC compilers, can also compile on Windows, Linux and Mac X. In addition, TBB, using C++ language to encapsulate, implement and improve the scalability of programs, also supports nested parallelism. At the bottom of its architecture, it still relies on raw thread support, which is different from extended language like OpenMP. The library consists of data structures and algorithms that allow a programmer to avoid some complications arising from the use of local threading packages such as POSIX threads, Windows threads, or the portable Boost Threads in which individual threads of execution are created, synchronized, and terminated manually Father of the STL, Alexander Stepanov, regards TBB as standard parallel C++ template library, which ensures that the parallel program developers do not need a high regard to thread synchronization, load balancing, lock, task scheduling, optimization problems, and fully utilizes multi-core CPU parallelism.
III. APC MODULE ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we analyze and present the Auto Parallel Classification (APC) model which is the kernel module consisting of the AKTask module and the pattern classification module that is invoked in the OOPModel platform. The AKTask module provides traversal and reduction of the DAG task graph from bottom leaf to top roof and part sub-node to whole graph and the parallel recognition of all nodes. This establishes an evaluation module with various parallel characteristics. The parallel characteristic vectors are then analyzed according to Naive Bayes classification theory and are turned into the impact factors which are critical parameters for parallel design patterns and the matching of skeletal frameworks. In Figure 3 , we demonstrate the architecture of the APC model. Parallelism is expressed more naturally at the task level. So the first step is to convert the serial program into a DAG graph, then traverse and analyze the DAG tree from bottom leaf to top roof, from part sub-node to whole graph. By dividing nodes (tasks) of the DAG graph into several groups, they may be potentially executed in parallel. Under a certain design pattern or skeleton, this establishes an evaluation model of parallel characteristic vectors for the matching of parallel design patterns. Naive Bayes classification, which is mathematical probability reasoning, can only deal with case of certain probability, and thus, has the ability to decide only how to complete the reasoning and decision-making tasks. Naive Bayes Classifier is based on separate assumptions, where samples of each type of parallel features are independent and not associated with other characteristics.
Also, parallel characteristics vectors are analyzed according to Naive Bayes classification theory and are turned into the impact factors which are critical parameters for parallel design patterns and skeletal frameworks matching. The most important advantage of the APC model is, that the task graph analysis which is from the array elements, functions in bottom layer to logical business tasks in upper layers explores potential task-parallelism. This provides both fine-grained and coarse-grained parallel granularity, and with this, the reduction traversal, nested parallelism can be supported in the entire program.
In addition, design patterns and skeleton templates are automatically combined and achieved, and thus, parallel code frameworks are generated and embedded in each other and referencing the deduction structure of the task graph in the AKTask Furthermore, APC enables design mode integration with Intel TBB Threading building blocks, and therefore, generates parallel multi-threaded TBB source code.
A. KTask Task Module 1) Task Relationships
The AKTask module describes the logical execution sequence of parallel programs by the DAG task tree, each node represents a computing task, where there exists potential parallelism. Each node also represents a task; the task can be an algorithm, a function, a mathematical or logical operation. Each edge represents a task relationship constraint; relationships between tasks can be of four kinds: Serial(S), Fork Parallelism (P fork ), Join Parallelism (P join ), or Condition Parallelism, (P condition ). Relationships between tasks are shown in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 -a, edge S connects two tasks (T 1 , T 2 ) that have to be executed in sequence, and T 2 is dependent on T 1 , referred to as T 2  T 1 . In Figure 4 -b, the sub-nodes connected by edge P fork are supposed to be executed in parallel, and contains at least 2 sub-nodes that are dependent on a precedent node, referred to as T 2 , T 3  T 1 . In Figure 4 -c, the sub-task that edge P join points to has to be pending until the synchronization of all precedent nodes finishes, T 3 is dependent on T 1 , T 2 , it is referred as T 3  T 1 ,T 2 . In Figure 4 -d, the sub-task that edge P condition points to can be spawned and executed in parallel under certain conditions. T 2 and T 3 are dependent on T 1, referred as T 2 ,T 3  P T 1 .
B. Algorithm of Reduction Traversal in the AKTask
Module Division and scheduling of the DAG task graph is always a NP-hard problem. In this section, we introduce the AKTask module which provides traversal and reduction of the DAG task graph from bottom leaf to top roof and part sub-node to whole graph and parallel recognition of all nodes. It also establishes an evaluation module of parallel characteristics, supplied with both fine and coarse grain-size granularity and it also supports programs to be executed that are nested in parallel.
During the reduction process, first, the traversal starts searching for sub graphs from the leaf nodes such as S, P fork , P join , P condition . Then, a reduction begins for sub graphs that have structure, such as S, P fork , P condition . For every join nodes in sub graphs, all non-critical paths are removed from each parent node; after that, parallel characteristic vector (PCV) information is extracted, merged and calculations are done for the combined nodes PCV. If the entire DAG graph reduction turns into a task node, the reduction is finished. Otherwise, the reduction will get restarted on the updated DAG graph. In Figure 5 and 6, the process of reduction of 10-node-DAG task tree is shown. T1   T1   T1   T4   T8  T9   T4  T3   T7  T8  T9  T10   T10   T2,  T5,T6   T2,  T5,T6   T2,  T5,T6   T3,T7   T3,T7   T1,T2,T5,T6,T3,  T7,T4,T8,T9,T10   Remove the edge from T3 to T6,  reduce and merge T2,T5,T6   Reduce and merge  T1,T2,T5,T6,T3,T7,T4,T8,T9,T10  reduction of DAG is finished  Reduce and merge T4,T8,T9,T10   Remove the edge from T3 to T8,  reduce and merge T3,T7 T4,T8, T9,T10 Table II illustrates the algorithm of parallel reduction and recognition in the AKTask. T~ N (M, ). As more feature parameter elements are added to the vector X, the dimension of vector X increases to a more comprehensive measure and will produce a higher accuracy of pattern matching. Parallel evaluation is conducted according to two aspects of the task node: the node data structures and the task types. The higher the measure mark achieved, the better the performance and efficiency. The definition of ,,,…,[0,100] and evaluation Greek letter is shown in Table III below: When assessing data structures such as: Array, Graph, Tree, Matrix, Linked and Collection, the following performance evaluation should be considered:
. Data Independence. If there exists interdependence within the data or mutual exclusivity, such as cache falsesharing issue, the smaller the correlation coefficient, less of a direct relationship exists.
. Access Efficiency. When there is a reference to data addressing overhead, the use of an array is best, followed by a graph, then a link. The higher the access, a greater measure is achieved.
. Distribution Density Of Data Structures. Data distribution in memory affects the parallel load balance. A higher measurement is accomplished with well distributed data.
. Large Scale Data. The size of the data on the parallel scalability has a direct impact on speedup performance and scalability. Higher measure marks are seen in larger scale data.
When assessing task types, such as Pipeline, Divide&Conquer, Data Division, Task Parallelism, and Graph Scheduling. The following performance evaluation should be considered:
. Parallelism Mode. The data parallelism mode can perform the same operations on different sets of data, or task parallelism, can perform different operations on same sets of data simultaneously. This measurement represents the percentage of task parallelism to data parallelism. The higher percentage yields a higher overall measurement.
. Task Scheduling Mechanism. In order to keep the CPU load properly balanced, task scheduling is divided into static scheduling and dynamic scheduling, (such as TBB work-stealing techniques). Dynamic scheduling has a higher measurement when compared to static scheduling.
. Computational Complexity. Computational complexity contains time and space complexity. Time complexity refers to the elapsed time required to execute a task, and space complexity represents the total amount of registers or memory space that a physical computer would need to solve a given computation within an algorithm. Higher complexity results in a higher measurement.
. Inter-Task Communicatioin & Overheaded Synchronization. When we look at thread communication and data sharing, the assessment of communication overhead is actually a competition for resources. The greater the communication overhead is, lower the measurement. Function input, PCV element for task node, X =(x 1 , x 2 ,…x n ) T , X obey the n-dimensional
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2) Algorithm Theoretical Derivation Let F(x) be the matching function for parallel design patterns and skeleton templates. In the Auto_Parallel_Classification(X) , X is defined as the input of the target node, which is an n-dimensional PCV, denoted by X=(x 1 , x 2 ,…x n )
Assume that m is the total number of optional design patterns and skeleton templates for pattern matching. Patterns  i , ={ 1 ,  2 ,…,  m }, i [1,m] .Let g 1 (X), g 2 (X)…g m (X) be the decision making functions corresponding to the m design patterns. If
Derivation process: After model training with large-scale samples, PCV for i is the optimal parallel design pattern for this node, denoted by F(X)=  i .The traversal of DAG task graph from the leaf node to the root keeps a continuation of reduction, until all nodes in DAG are merged into a single node. Through parallel processing, the entire application is converted to nested combinations of design patterns in parallel, and a parallel program framework is generated via the implementation of TBB code.
IV. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS ON APC MODEL

A. APC Parallel Classification Model Training
The APC model is trained and validated by a 10-fold cross-validation. Sample instances, Table V . The APC model training process provides experiential learning in parallel design patterns and skeleton templates matching; increasing the sample size will increase the efficiency and accuracy of the APC pattern matching ability.
Based on accumulated experience, the experiment has generated 160,000 instances of Bayesian classifier training data, and ensures that each instance of the parallel pattern (It requires 10,000 instances in order to keep the initial posterior probability of each optional pattern 
B. Experimental Summary
The APC model training results verify the feasibility of using Bayesian classifier to match the corresponding design patterns and skeleton templates through analysis on DAG task graph prior to generating TBB framework. From the results of the data analysis, it has been shown that our proposed APC model has achieved a high degree of accuracy at 93.74% and provided with high development efficiency. By increasing the dimensions of PCV, the APC model shows a precision improvement, while maintaining good scalability. This speaks well to the optimization of the model in the future.
V. PERFORMANCE TESTING AND ANALYSIS ON PARALLEL PROGRAMMING USING APC MODEL After the reduction of the APC model is completed on the entire DAG tree, the TBB code generation work will begin. We use TBB library for parallel code generation for two reasons: 1) the TBB library is based on multi-core architecture and therefore more robust and reliable in computing accuracy. Tasks can be created dynamically at runtime so as to decompose computations. 2) the TBB uses more self-adjusting thread tools to maintain multiple threads with multi-task scheduling, and therefore makes work more orderly and efficient. For example, the workstealing mechanism provides better load balancing. The experiment invoked pattern MapReduce to be instantiated with the minimum element search algorithm. We implemented different scales of data which were one million (10 6 ) integers, ten million (10 7 ) integers and one hundred million (10 8 ) integers being calculated in this application. The generated TBB code by the APC model is illustrated in Table VII . In calculations, we provided different multi-core CPU platforms with different core quantities working under different frequencies. Those used were the Intel core i5 3230M 2.6GHz (Dual-core four physical threads), Intel core i7 Q740 1.73GHz (4 cores 8 physical threads) and Intel Xeon E5-2620 2.00GHz (6 cores 12 physical threads). Table VIII demonstrates the elapsed time of the minimum search algorithm working with different scales of data on different CPU platforms. As shown in Figure 7 , 8, and 9, the analysis indicates that in the case of the same data scale, the elapsed time decreased as the number of threads increased and then, stabilized ultimately. Especially when the number of spawned threads is 2n, the elapsed time is approaching the shortest, and n is the number of physical threads in CPU. The optimal number of spawned threads on the i5 processor is approximately 8, on the i7 processor, 16 threads, and on the E5-2620 processor, 24 threads. More importantly, the algorithm achieved nearly linear speedup with the increasing number of processor cores, on the same data scale, as shown in Figure 10 . The performance testing on as minimum search, using pattern MapReduce shows that the APC model has good efficiency and reasonable scalability in parallel.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the current relevant design patterns and skeleton templates theory. The proposed automatic parallel Classification (APC) model is used in the OOPModel platform to help programmers to analyze an application with a DAG task graph and then automatically select the appropriate design patterns or skeleton templates for further parallel TBB code generation. The APC model has avoided new intermediate language introduced in source code, and has provided interfaces for further application logic development. Also, we have verified that parallel programming, using the APC model which hides multithread detail and parallel design patterns from programmers, has the ability of reducing the complexity of parallel programming and the introduction of errors. Meanwhile, the application sample is validated in its correctness and near linear speed-up.
VII. FUTURE WORK
In future studies, our work will focus on a few key areas. First, the research on a task graph modeling algorithm; Secondly, an increase in the dimensions of PCV to improve precision of parallelism evaluation; Thirdly, provide more sample instances for Naive Bayes training; Finally, encapsulate more design patterns with the implementation of TBB to enrich OOPModel libraries.
